Quick Start
What is TREDIS®?
TREDIS is a decision-support tool for analyzing economic impacts of transportation changes and
communicating projected economic changes using graphs, maps, and reports.
Logging In
Go to the https://tredis.net and enter your
username and password in the boxes on
the upper right corner of the screen, and
hit Login.
Once logged in, click on the TREDIS pane
(marked with a big yellow arrow below) to
log in to TREDIS.

The Navigation Bar
The navigation bar at the top of the TREDIS interface guides your project analysis step-by-step through three
phases: Setup, User Input Data, and Results.
Note: To access the Help system at any time, click on the icon (three horizontal bars) at the top right of the
screen and click on Help. This will open a new window showing the help information for the current page. You
may use the dropdown menu to navigate to other sections of the help system or access the full user manual.

Part 1: Setup
The Project Screen: Create and Manage Project Files
The Create New Project button allows you
to start a project from scratch. Properties
lets you enter notes. You can also Copy or
Delete a project from here.
If you are looking for a project that another
user has shared, click on the drop-down
arrow on the Current Project box to find it.
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Know Before You Go … Read before starting TREDIS 4.0
The Modes Screen: Pick Your Mode-Purpose Combinations
Select relevant mode-purpose combinations for your project by checking boxes on the Modes screen.

TIP: Press the

icon to expand and show variations of the mode selected.

TIP: Use the No Split checkbox if you do not have detail travel data by purpose.
The Timing Screen: Set Your Periods
Using the slider controls, enter your construction and operations periods. Using the dropdown menu select your
Constant Dollar Year.

The Regions Screen: Choose Your Counties
A region can be anywhere from one to several counties. There is a Default Region ready to go in any newly
created project, but click the Rename button to change the label. Click on the counties in the map to add them
to the currently selected region. The Add Region button lets you define new regions that will be reported on
separately.
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Know Before You Go … Read before starting TREDIS 4.0
The Regions Screen, Continued




Want to select counties by name? Use the dropdown menu in the region’s box.
Got yourself in trouble? Click on Revert Selection button to restore your previously saved regions.
After you’re done, click Save, then hit Build Economic Model button. This will take a minute!

The Alternatives Screen: Rename Alternatives
On the Alternatives screen, you can change the labeling of your scenarios from the defaults Base and Project to
something more descriptive.

Part 2: Entering Data
The Costs Screen: Enter Costs and Spending
In Basic mode, you can enter total costs covering all years of construction for easy data entry. See the yellow
box in the illustration for some typical costs for a highway example.



Enter one-time costs in the Total Constructon Costs row – these comprise all years and aspects of building.
Enter recurring annuals costs in the Annual Oper & Maint Costs row

For Advanced mode, click the Go To Advanced button (see yellow arrow).
On the Costs screen, in Advanced mode, one-time construction costs and annaul recurring costs can each be
distributed by year and by subcategory:
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Know Before You Go … Read before starting TREDIS 4.0
CAUTION: If you enter data in Advanced mode and click Go To Basic, you may overwrite any detail data. TREDIS
will warn you before you do this, however.

The Travel Screen: Define Changes in Travel Behavior
On the Travel screen, you start on the Required Inputs tab, where you enter basic travel behavior data,
including trips, VMT, and VHT, by mode and purpose.

TREDIS provides defaults by mode-purpose for many factors, but you may click on other tabs to override the
provided defaults. Some common examples illustrate how inputs can reflect policy and project travel changes:






Occupancy – Change the occupancy per vehicle to reflect higher occupancy in a project with HOV
Congestion and Flow – Improve congestion rates for a project that expands capacity
Fuel – Raise or lower fuel taxes in future years or increase fuel efficiency per policy standards
Charges, Fees, Tolls – Changes to tolls, passenger fees for transit, or a mileage charge
Other – Forecast incident rates by mode-purpose to improve safety due to potential policies

The Access Screen: Advanced Modeling (screenshot not shown)
The Access screen allows users to input data to estimate further impacts apart from travel, including the effect
of improved market access and employment access, and for ad-hoc economic improvements stemming from
contingent development plans.

Part 3: Reporting Results
The Results Screen: Reporting Options
The first time you go to the Results screen for your project, you will select among various options. The left-hand
column are general options, including which scenarios (if more than two) to compare. The center column
controls options for benefit-cost analysis, and the right-hand column represent levels of aggregation for
economic impact reporting. Press the Run Analysis button which to generate results.
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Know Before You Go … Read before starting TREDIS 4.0

Once run, you will not need to run the analysis again unless you change inputs or choose new reporting
options. From now on, the Results screen will show the summary screen and allow you to access the rich
reporting of TREDIS.

Now we’ll take a quick look at just two of TREDIS’s many reports, Cost Savings and the Economic Impact
Graph.
The Cost Savings by Type Report: See Causes and Savings
Click (1) Tracing/Validation tab > (2) Cost Savings by Type to see immediate savings from travel changes. See
savings by (3) region and (4) year by clicking the arrows to unfold details and subtotals. Click the Excel export
button to generate a file.
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The Interactive Economic Impact Graph: Explore Effects
Click (1) Economic Impact > (2) Graphics to see a quick graph of the economic impacts across all construciton
and operating years. Click individual metrics to toggle metrics that are graphed.

More help is always available!
Remember that additional resources may be found by clicking the icon at the top right of the screen (three
horizontal bars) where you can access the Help system and User Resources.
TREDIS support staff are available and responsive. Contact us any time at support@tredis.com.
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